PERMANENT WTC PATH TERMINAL
FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
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Chapter 8, Section A: PATH
Operations
With the reopening of PATH's Exchange Place and WTC stations in 2003, the system is now
operating much as it did prior to September 11, 2001. Service frequencies are similar to preSeptember 11, 2001 levels with trains running every 4 to 6 minutes during peak periods, every
10 to 15 minutes throughout the day, and every half-hour overnight. On weekends and holidays,
trains operate every 15 to 30 minutes depending on the route and time of day.
With the restoration of service _tothe World Trade Center. PATH has resumed operations similar
to the pre-September 11, 2001 condition, However, physical dama ge endured by the terrorist
attacks and changes in ridership have resulted in the following hang:
• PATH currently maintains a fleet of 327 cans because one, 7-car train was destro yed on
1.
September 11,
• PATH currentl y operates 7-car trains on both the Hoboken-WTC and Newark-WTC Lines.
Thus, the AM peakilQur car requirement for revenue service is 252, Additionall y, PATH
Maintains two 7-car gapJrainThus, PATH's AM peak period operatin g fleet consists of
266 cars. PATH anticipates the restoration of 8-car service on the Newark-WTC Line in
2006, which would increase its AM peak hour car requirement to 278.
• Hecause ridership is lower than before September 11 2001, PATH operates fewer trains per
hoirhetween Hoboken and Newark and the World Trade Center. Currently, PATH runs 15
trains on the Newark-WTC Line and 5 on the Hoboken-WTC Line in the AM peak ericxL
During non-peak periods. PATH stores trains as it did prior to September ii. 2001 at Journal
Square Yard, Harrison Yard, Newark South Street Yard, World Trade Center, and 33rd Stxeet.
Ridership
With PATH operations essentially restored, ridership at the temporary WTC PATH station has
reached approximately 80 percent of pre-September 11, 2001 levels. As shown in Appendix C-I,
the temporary WTC PATH station serves approximately 52,500 daily two-way trips.

D. PROBABLE IMPACTS OF THE PROJECT ALTERNATIVES
CONSTRUCTION PERIOD (2006)
FUTURE COMMON TO ALL ALTERNATIVES
PANYNJ will continue or will begin upgrades to other portions of the PATH system,
independent of the PrfrreiMtrnative. Although these projects are planned independently, the
outcome of this environmental review process and subsequent construction schedule for the
Preferred Alternative may affect the implementation of the PATH system improvements
described below.
9th Street and Grove Street Station Rehabilitation, Due in part to substantial increases in
station usage following September 11, 2001, the PANYNJ will renovate the 9th Street and
Grove Street PATH Stations to include an additional entrance/exit. Currently, these stations
operate with only one point of entry/exit. Other improvements such as station modernization
and platform lengthening will also be performed. These projects will provide better
customer convenience and safer operations at these stations.
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The PANYNJ will continue to prepare the PAIHIs Newark-WTC Line
for 10-car operation, a program that pre-dates the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001.
PATH also eventuall y plans to len gthen its Hoboken-WTC train consists from 7 to 1--cam
Since September 11, 2001. PANYNJ lengthened the platforms at the Exchan ge Place station
in tandem with the emergency repairs to the svstemthat were required to restore service
following the attacks. However, to fully implement 10-car operations, additional rolling
stock must be acquire-di-and the Harrison and Grove Street stations must be rehabilitatedto
lengthen nlatforms. It is anticipated that these improvements would be funded as part of the
2008 to 2013 Capital Plan with implementation by 2015,
10-Cur Operation.

Sjital System UpR,'ade. PANYNJ will continue a program to modernize its signals system.

wide. Currently, PATH operates with a fixed-blockjgpl s ystem but plans to upgde to -a
Communication Based Train Control (CBTC system. The CBTC system is more f1cxjbj
than the fixed-block stm because it continuously updates train positions, distances, and
travel speeds. This allows the system to recover more quickly from delays, because a train
an follow a "delayed" train more closeiywithuut havin g to come to a complete stopCBTC
results in a more efficient operation that produces regular travel speed because it:
- Allows for consistent trin times in closer conformance to the o p erating schedule;
Allows for a precise strategy for stopp in g ac curacy;
- Optimizes headwavs, which increases ca paeity by aj1owing the trains to c1Jy_follow
the safe brakin g distance; and
- Improves ride qiality,
Ijndzi bothefixeri-block and CBTC signal systems, PATH's eanacitv is controlled by the
track junction at Exchange Place and the throughput of the Hudson River tunnels. Prior to
September 11, 2001,PATH operated 31 trains in each direction through the World Trade
Center tunnels (Tunnels E and F) in the AM peak h our; trains had approximately 116-.
second headwu ys. PATH operated 16 trains on the Newark-WTC Line and 15 trains on the
Hoboken-WTC Line. With the CB s ystem, it is possible that headwavs could decrease to
90 seconds throu gh the tunngjs. resulting in u12 to 40 trains per hour, However, given
prQjected ridership demand and other limitations within the system, PATH plans Jo operate
fewer trains than 40 trains per hour.
PATH will begin planning the implementation of CBTCeoiicurrent with its contracts for
fleet replacement. This arrangement will ensure consistency in thedesj2n of signal and train
ystems. It is anticipated that CBTC would be in place sometime between 2010 and 2015,
PATH currently maintains a fleet of 327 carjnuch of which are more
than 30 or more years old. In order to meet futureiidership needs. PATH must maximize its
peak hour service plan with a high degree of reliability. However, as the fleet
equipment failures increase; thereby, reducing PATH's nbjijty to adhere to scheduled
headwavs. Furthermore, PATH plans to implement 10-car train service cannot be realized
without an expansion of its fleet.
Fleet Replacement,

On June 17, 2004, PANYNJ announced a re g iesLfor proposals to de s ign and fabricate 246
new rail cars and to rehabilitate or replace an additional -9A cars. The new cars will have
improved lighting, air conditioning and heating cantilevered seats with room for passengers
to store items under them; p r erecorded station announcements; better signs; and three doors
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on each side. This proposal allows PATH an option to purchase additional rolling stock to
meet future demands,
Fare Integration. When the temporary WTC PATH station opened on November 23, 2003,

it was the first station in the PATH system to accept pay-per-ride MetroCards sold by the
Metropolitan Transit Authority (MTA). The PANYNJ will continue to work with the MTA
to integrate the PATH fare equipment throughout its rail system with the MetroCard system.
The fare integration program will allow transit riders to transfer between NYCT subways
and buses and PATH with a single fare card.
Furthermore. PATH will continue to increase SerVice_on its WTC Lines to meet ridership
demand. In the very near future, the length of Newark-WTC trains will be increased from seven
to eight cars. PATH will also increase the number of peak period runs on both routes as demand
warrants.
It is assumed that some or all of these projects will be completed or will commence during the
construction period for the Preferred Alternative.
NO

A CTION ALTERNATIVE

The temporary WTC PATH station was designed to accommodate anticipated passenger
volumes during the construction period. No impacts to PATH service are expected to either
PATH passengers or to the operation of the PATH system during this period given the No
Action Alternative.
PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE
It is anticipated that the Preferred Alternative can be constructed with minimal impacts to
PATH's normal weekday train operations. PATH service to the temporary WTC PATH station
may have to be suspended sporadically during the overnight hours on weekdays and all day on
weekends to accommodate heavy construction activities.
Throughout the construction period, pedestrian access may be hindered due to sporadic closing,
rerouting or narrowing of sidewalks used to access the sole entrance/exit of the temporary WTC
PATH station. Pedestrian connections between PATH and the NYCT subway system may also
be impacted due to rerouted or narrowed passageways. Otherwise, no construction-related
impacts are anticipated for PATH riders or operations.
OPENING YEAR (2009)
FUTURE COMMON TO ALL ALTERNATIVES
In the opening year of the Preferred Alternative, it is assumed that the PANYNJ will have
completed or will continue work on the system improvements described above for the
construction period. These system enhancements will improve operations and will provide for
enhanced customer convenience as compared to today.
As shown in Table 8A-, projected opening year demand on an average weekday for transHudson PATH service between New Jersey and the WTC site will be 125.286, approximatel y 12
percent less than the 142,300 daily boardings recorded in year 2000. The projected AM peak
hour demand in 2009, both boardings and alightings, is approximately 23,423 passengers, or 12
percent less than in year 2000 (see Appendix C.
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PATH Riders
Year
2000
2009

Table 8A-6
Forecast for WTC Service in the Opening Year (2009)

Averaçj e Weekday Trips
Weekday
Weekday
Terminal
I 3oardlngs
Users
Alightings

I
Terminal
Users

AM Peak Hour
Weekday
Weekday
I Boardings I AliihtInqs

'142,300

NO A GTIONALTERNA TI VE

If the Preferred Alternative is not constructed, then the temporary WTC PATH station that is
currently in service would remain in service through the opening year. The temporary WTC
PATH station was designed and constructed with the primary objective of restoring PATH
service to Lower Manhattan as quickly as possible following September 11, 2001. Thus, its
capacity, functionality, and equipment are limited over time, but its systems could support the
anticipated opening year ridership.
PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE

The Preferred Alternative would consist of a track and platform level, a mezzanine/fare-zone
level, and a street-level terminal building incorporating sub-grade pedestrian connections to
adjacent streets, NYCT subways, and on- and off-site developments. The PATH tunnels, tracks,
platforms, and mezzanine would be located within the WTC "bathtub" as they were prior to
September 11, 2001.
The Preferred Alternative is being planned to su pport _the PATH's system-wide improvements
identified above. PATH's operating recuirements, and future ridership demand, Each of the
factors results in specific requirements for the de s i gli the Terminal's platforms and tracks, and
as such, it has been determined that a 5-track. 4-platform station is needed. Further details on the
selection of 5-track, 4-platform configuration as well as alternative track and platform schemes
evaluated jitconjunction with proiect planning are Pro. vided in Appendix C.
System- Wide Improvements

PATH will implement im pro nients_tjjjcrease_oapacitv on trains operating between Newark
and the WTC, by increasing their length from 8 to 10 cars. Not onl y will this improvement
require that the WTC Terminal support 10-car operations but a consequence will be that more
people will use the WTC PATH Terminal's platforms during peak travel periods,
All new PATH cars will have 3-doo rs per side allowing-PATH to retire the portions of its
current fleet with 2-doors per side. Three-door cars will decrease the
trains b y 50 percent, which will improve dwell times at intermediate stations along the PATH
route and could reduce the overall run time of trains. However, the new cars are not expected to
imp—rove the _platform clearance time for passengers since they will not directly affect -Platform
area or the provision or operation of stairways and escalators.
While PATH currently mai n tains 3-minutc headways on its Newark-WTC Line and 4-min9te
headwyson its Hoboken-WTC Line during portions of the peak hour, CBTC will facilitate such
headways over a longer period with greater reliabilit y and less potential for delays. CBTC in
conjunction with the 10-car trainprocram will have the ability to increejhé throughput of the
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PATH system, resulting in more passengers and a1j gher freqiincv of service at the WTC
Terminal than before September 11, 2001. As such, platforms at the WIC— Terminal will need to
clear more swiftl y in the future in order to maintain safe and efficient operations.
Operational Requirements

PATH must plan for failure management to maintain reliable, on-time peak period service
Because the WTC is a terminALaiation, trains dwell for short periods to maintain the onerating
andule. Thus, to maintain the headwa y and allow for the arrival of a subsequent trninPATH
requires two tracks for each the Hoboken-WTC and Newark-WTC Lines. In the event that g
train becomes disabled, a fifth track is needed. The fifth track allows jhe disabled train to remain
W the Terminal while the remaining four actives tracks can be used to continue service.
PATH has limited capacity for train storage at its Newark, Harrison. and Journal Same Yards,
Therefore, PATH wouisLuse the WTC Terminal for the overnight storage of 6 Hoboken-WTC
trains. Four tracks are reauired for this oyernigbt storage and a 5th track is .neded for revenue
service on the Newark-WIC Line. The overnight storage of Hoboken-WTC trains at the WTC
Terminal would allow for a more effiontramnp to AM peak period revenue service and
decreases the potential for weather-related delays on the Hoboken-WTC Line.

Bdnhi Requirements
A_prjneipal consideration for the planning of the Terminal is the ability of platforms to
accommodate peak period ridership, Because PATHLi_ primarily a commuter system, the
platform design must accommodate both AM and PM peak patterns of travel.
In the AM peak hour, trains unload passngers to the platform who must then ascend to
mezzanineJeel. For this condition, the principal design criterion is the tar geted time period
jn which all passengers exiting a train alight from the platform. As stairways and ejat
heepine congested, passengers queue at the foot beforejhey can ascend, Therefore, to avoid a
lengthening of this back-up, it is important that allpassengers clear the platfornthefore arrival of
the next train. The Transit Cavacitv and Quali of Service Manual states that a platform (and
vertical circulation) should
bee full clearanceof the platform before the nest
to ensure
lrajnjirrives, However given that passengers ma y not use or may not be able to use all available
xits, a safety factor of 20 to 30 percent is applied. Tbits, a platform should clear full y within 70
to 80 percent of the scheduled headway.
The proposed frequency of Newark-WTC Line service requires that its platform clear within 126
to 144 seconds, However, based on projected ridership, a single Newark-WTC platform would
require 213 seconds to clear. Thus, two Newark-WTC Line nlatforms are needed to meet
platform clearance guidelines. A single Hoboken-WTC platform is sufficient to meet platf
fform
clearance criteria.
For the PM peak period, he_planning of the platforms must also consider failure management in
the event of a missed headway and subsecinent delay in service, Thus,_the platform mustprovide
for adequate room to queue passengers waiting for the next arriving traJ
Given ridershipJeyels in 2025 and level of service standards, a mininium 15,264 square feet of
piatformjrea would be required for the Newark-WTC service in the event of a missed headway
while 10,385 sqre feet would be re quirec for the HobokenWTCer yice. However, accounting
for the unusable areas of the platform (e.g., spaces occupied b y escalators and elevators and the
safety buffer along the platform ed ge. the Terminajiplatforniswould each provide for an
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effective area of 10,416 square feet. Thus, a single platform would be adequate for the HobokenWTC line but more than one platform would be needed for Newark-WTC Line,
In order to maintain temnorarv PATH service during construction of the Preferred Alternative,
PANYNJ would not relocate the existing PATH tracks. As such, Platform A cannot be widene4
çypnd its current configuration. which is not adequate for normal revenue service, Since three
full-size platforms are needed for peak period service, the Preferred Alternative would include a
total of 4 Platforms. The 5 tracks that are currently part of the temporary station would be
rfined in their current ali gnment, which is adequate to meet PATH's operatiiw requirernntr.
The platform and mezzanine levels would have a north-south orientation and would be located
immediately west of NYCT's 1 and 9 train tunnel and the proposed Greenwich Street extension,
The four platforms would be long enough to accommodate 10-car trains in accordance with
PATH's long-range goal to increase the operational capacity of the system, and five tracks will
allow for increased queuing capacity during peak periods. Fare equipment would be located on
the mezzanine level. The platforms and mezzanine would be fully enclosed with heating, air
conditioning, and advanced communication and security systems.
The concourse and street-level terminal building would be located on the eastern section of the
WTC site extending from Greenwich to Church Streets. The mezzanine and lower concourse
levels would connect via a passage under the NYCT's I and 9 train tunnel and over to the
western side of the site. The concourse would have pedestrian passageways to the north, south,
and west. The west passageway would cross beneath Route 9A to the World Financial Center.
These passageways would also provide access to the proposed towers on the WTC site.
As shown in Figure 8A-3, the concourse level would also provide access to NYCT's Cortlandt
Street Station on the 1 and 9, and R and W lines; the WTC Station on the E line; the existing
corridor to One Liberty Plaza; and street-level at the intersections of Fulton and Greenwich
Streets and Vesey and Church Streets. The passageway to the R and W Cortlandt Street Station
would also link with the proposed pedestrian connection to the Fulton Street Transit Center. All
circulatory elements within the Permanent WTC PATH Terminal would be designed to filly
accommodate the expected volumes of passengers through its 2025 design year, with passenger
corridors varying in width between 10 and 30 feet, and to comply with ADA requirements.
The Preferred Alternative would provide the PATH system with greater operational flexibility in
meeting growing passenger demand over time. The new terminal itself would be able to
accommodate larger passenger flows and reverse passenger flows than the original terminal or
the current temporary WTC PATH station. It would also provide more convenient passenger
connections to surrounding buildings, nearby NYCT subway stations, and trans-Hudson ferries.
The Preferred Alternative is not expected to induce additional PATH ridership beyond the levels
that would have existed had the events of September 11, 2001 not occurred, but it would be
designed to accommodate passengers induced by the WTC redevelopment itself.
No impacts to PATH riders or its operations are expected once the Preferred Alternative is fully
opened in 2009. Rather, the terminal would provide added passenger capacity that would be
required given the redevelopment of the WTC site. The Preferred Alternative would
accommodate elements that the temporary WTC PATH station could not, including pedestrian
linkages to surrounding buildings, all area NYCT subways lines, and more convenient access to
trans-Hudson ferries. Multiple entrances and exits would reduce walking times to access and
egress the new terminal, which would lead to shorter walking distances and commute times for
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many users. Thus, any potential impacts of the Preferred Alternative to its users and to PATH
operations would be beneficial.
DESIGN YEAR (2025)
FUTURE COMMON TO ALL ALTERNATIVES
In addition to the PATH system improvements described above under "Construction Period",
PANYNJ is considering extending the PATH system from its current terminal at Newark Penn
Station to connect with the Newark Liberty International Airport AirTrain rail system. When
constructed, PATH would provide a direct rail connection between Lower Manhattan and the
airport. The Newark Liberty International Airport extension will be undertaken independent of
the Preferred Alternative,
As shown in Table 8A-7, by the design year, average weekday PATH usage to the WTC site is
projected to be 167.7 18, an increase of 13.6 nercent from 2000 levels. The AM peak hour usage
is estimated to be 29.001, which is a 9 percent increase over 2000 ridership (see Appendix C.
Table 8A-7
PATH Ridership Forecast for WTC Service in the Design Year (2025)
Year
2000
2025

Average Weekday Trips
Terminal
Weekday
Weekday
Users
Boardings
Alightings
142,300
67,000
75,300
76,143
ifliLLffl
85575

Terminal
Users
2fi.504
29.001

AM Peak Hour
Weekday
Boardings

Weekday
Alightings

4.IOZ

22,497

5.66()

241

Absent a Preferred Alternative, those demanding trans-Hudson service to and from the WTC site
may be diverted to other modes of travel as the temporary WTC PATH stations nears or exceeds
in reasonable capacity. However, for analysis purposes, it is assumed that these trips would
continue to be made in some capacity.
NO A CTIONALTERNA TIVE
Under the No Action Alternative, PATH service to Lower Manhattan would be eliminated by
the design year since the temporary station would exceed its useful life. Over 162,000 weekday
passengers who would have used the Permanent WTC PATH Terminal in year 2025 would be
required to divert to alternate modes of transportation to access Lower Manhattan. These
passenger diversions would require a more expensive and time-consuming commute for PATH
riders and may involve additional transfers. Adverse impacts on vehicular traffic, other transit
services, and the pedestrian network in the area are addressed in subsequent sections of this
chapter.
Fifteen percent of PATH passengers who would have used the Permanent WTC Terminal if it
were available would still use PATH as one leg of a multi-modal commute to Lower Manhattan.
These passengers would instead use the Christopher Street or 9th Street PATH Station and then
either walk or transfer to the NYCT subway. In year 2025, 24.25 8 total passengers would be
diverted to these two stations each weekday, and 4,350 passengers would be diverted during the
AJvI peak hour. It is anticipated that each station would attract half of these riders. Although both
stations will have been renovated to include an additional exit/entrance than exist today, the
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addition of almost 2.200 passengers to each of these stations during the AM peak hour would
substantially impact the safe and efficient operation of each station.
PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE

No impacts to PATH riders or its operations are expected in 2025, the design year for the Preferred
if the terminal is constructed. Rather, the terminal would provide added passenger
capacity that would be required given the completed redevelopment of the WTC site. The Preferred
Alternative would accommodate elements that the temporary WTC PATH station could not,
including pedestrian linkages to surrounding buildings, all area NYCT subways lines, and more
convenient access to trans-Hudson ferries, Multiple entrances and exits would reduce walking times
to access and egress the new terminal, which would lead to shorter walking distances and commute
times for many users. Thus, any potential impacts of the Preferred Alternative to its users and to
PATH operations would be beneficial.

E. MITIGATION
The Preferred Alternative would have positive benefits to PATH system operations and the
convenience of its passengers. Since the Preferred Alternative would not adversely impact
PATH operations, mitigation is not required.
*
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